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}She{ is out in the streets at dusk 
  she walks without a sense of a hurry
  or a particular direction
     a steady gaze goes )))))))
 first from left to right 
  from the floor to the wall on her right side 
across the street
  she sees dust a pattern of cracks
 her eyes untangle
  where she is coming from 
we are behind her
  her back framed by the street
  she stirs right towards the corner of the street
  her back dissapers behind 
      -
      -
       -
      - foregrounded empty street

   -
    -
we are looking at this scene and 
  incredibly slowly our view begins to slide
   -
   -



one after anoter 
one after the other 

they carry greens 
cointained in vessels

growing
in live colors and fresh

-
-

it passes {in passing}
-

from one pair of hands to another
they reach and extend their arms

a chain of twisted torsos
a current of hands 

up {the  ladder}
untill {they slide} out of view

-  
  later in the night they trav|e l in pa|irs or                   

groups
leaving only vague traces in the dust

one after anoter 
one after the other 

they carry greens 
cointained in vessels

growing
in live colors and fresh

-
-

it passes {in passing}
-

from one pair of hands to another
they reach and extend their arms

a chain of twisted torsos
a current of hands 

up {the  ladder}
untill {they slide} out of view

-
later                           in the night     they trav|el in pa:irs or            
       groups

leaving only vague traces in the dust

foregrounded empty street
   -
    -
we are looking at this scene and 
  incredibly slowly our view begins to slide
   -
   -
      {slower pace }
when she reapers she is not alone
  when she reapers the light (had) changed 
she recoveres in a different light
   -
    { faster pace} 
dark grey with a dash of green
 first it is civil 
the twilight
 depending on the particular vanishing   point 
it lasts untill the sun is six
 degrees beyond bellow       horizon

       -
this time of day you can see
        -
the earths own shadow and the
  belt of venus rest along each other
a short while 
  while the sky grows darker
     -
       -
       -
       -
this time of year you can see the brigtest  star 
  mark the beginning of the season 
of heat or a period of rain
  depending on your orientation 
       -
   it might be 
dog summer they say
       -       -

they say the color ranges from red to 
  bright 
white to deep blue
  -
  -
 -
-

 twilight



one after anoter 
one after the other 

they carry greens 
cointained in vessels

growing
in live colors and fresh

-
-

it passes {in passing}
-

from one pair of hands to another
they reach and extend their arms

a chain of twisted torsos
a current of hands 

up {the  ladder}
untill {they slide} out of view

-  
  later in the night they trav|e l in pa|irs or                   

groups
leaving only vague traces in the dust
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it starts with a ladder leaning on the wall of a house
elevation by structural qualities  *-
  * * however .temporary 
-
-
-
when she reapers she is not alone
-
-                     {slower pace }
they pass 
-
-
-
-
-
-

one after anoter 
one after the other 

they carry greens 
cointained in vessels

growing
in live colors and fresh

-
-

it passes {in passing}
-

from one pair of hands to another
they reach and extend their arms

a chain of twisted torsos
a current of hands 

up {the  ladder}
untill {they slide} out of view

-
later                           in the night     they trav|el in pa:irs or            
       groups

leaving only vague traces in the dust
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in this scene there is but one shot - 
one two three more then three, countours less then patches as 
they sway side~         to side, lean closer in and then separate - 
during the days prior - the green would wither away under the 
scorching sun - and now they sway from foot to foot -
there is a shade of dying green in the air
there is a shade of dying green on the floor
there is a shade of dying green in their                 
 thoughts

-    
one has to imagine  
weight supported by the floor covered 
in blankets
steps softened 
or
-
bodies reclining along and over each other
as they pass the time
-
arching and resting over
supported arms heads elbows
bodies becoming patches 
blurry shapes spots overlaping and 
resting together or
-
waving their arms 
-
-

pointing 
towards the planets and 

not only the moons, not only the venus
but the circling in motion that binds them 

to any round others
as they move in formation

-
-

or 
the space oozes with shriveling 

plants, 
hardly place to move

-
-

       -
this time of day you can see
        -
the earths own shadow and the
  belt of venus rest along each other
a short while 
  while the sky grows darker
     -
       -
       -
       -
this time of year you can see the brigtest  star 
  mark the beginning of the season 
of heat or a period of rain
  depending on your orientation 
       -
   it might be 
dog summer they say
       -       -

they say the color ranges from red to 
  bright 
white to deep blue
  -
  -
 -
-



-
is it geometry or particularly topology that best 
describes our affections
-
topology that prescribes and describes the cross-
ings of shape shifting entities 
but does not become a question of network
  -

-
what happens as this place stays here
but somethings move accross the edge
it spreads through the air like the smoke 
and 
the liquids driping through
the light dust carried 
the wind, 
it reaches further than our view allows
even if it is a wonderful view
                   { faster pace} -

is it geometry or particularly topology that best describes our affections
- topology that prescribes and describes the crossings of shape shifting entities / 

but does not become a question of network - -
what happens as this place stays here / but somethings move accross the edge

it spreads through the air like the smoke and / the liquids driping through
the light dust carried / the wind, it reaches further than our view allows //

even if it is a wonderful view

-                 { faster pace}
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  imagine
    -
    look ahead 
    neck relaxed, head in balance
    the nose draws in the air
 heat, moist 
 fusion of smells 
{from lettuce to myrh}
{from cold to hot}
      -
      the air travells inwards
 when the night dark meets the eyes 
it falls over 
 the Lledge
 -
 -
-
 a look at the screen {blurs}
you are looking at the smoke screen

       smoke rising carries the smells 
but obscures the vision
 -
-
how does one take you where they’ve nev=er been?still the blind does lead the blind

 a step here and a half turn there
to articulate the distances is to turn it into  
 proximities
indicating the pauses in beween {blurs}
they make the obscured visions seem still 
real 
enough
-
-
 -
but they are obsessed with the      
transportation of energy
    energy turns to dust
and the dust rises

-
inhale 
 combination of dust and smoke particles

  -
  no,
   energy turns to light but it ends up   
  in the dusts
   energy results in dust 
and the dust rises
            -

    inhale 
     heavy limbs press against the 
     floor
  -
-

exhale 
  every time a little lighter 
                  
 body
-

    inhale 
     -
-

    -
  -
-

exhale 
       

                  
 body
-

exhale 
 evening condensation
 -

    -
  -
-    ~
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she said 
perform the old tactics 
with new found pleasure 
-
-
-
comes the negative gardner 
-
-
they say it is de-structive,                   not 
de-con-structive 
pessimist perhaps 
but not nihilist
they drew the line there / between          
pessimism and hope
(but (since)
when they glimpse at eachother they give 
up and when they don’t look at each other
they give up too)-
one can only bend backwards so many times
to take the fun out of it
-
{from myrh to lettuce}
{from hot to cold}
   since the lover lied down in the field
    of lettuce 
   and unlike in other cases will not return 
    -
    -
would they ever say – 
this is a problem of interpretation
-
-
 -
 again 
they said that the separation of the idea of 
sowing
from the idea of harvesting

is irresponsible (and dangerous) 
  -
 but did they forget
but
    -
   complications of consciousness
  Are 
  Erroric errotic erotic
   +
 -
 but
  -
 the problem is 
-
 once somebody is in a form that | denies a uni|fied and stable 
sel|f 
the cons|istency of hel|plessness in between us can be seen and 
fel|t
 -
which is actually a powerfull thing // which is actually a                   --------

-
were you aware that 
-
-
-
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there is an image on her mind 
in which 
-
 -
-
she is standing at the edge of the sea
the dark shadow over the horizon
her eyes shutting slowly
and opening slowly 
  -
-
   -
 and as she is looking at this scene 
 incredibly slowly her view begins to slide
 -
 begins is a problem

 -
-
 -
 again 
they said that the separation of the idea of 
sowing
from the idea of harvesting

  
  every time a little lighter 
                 
 


